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Abstract

We discuss the multi-wavelength emissions of millisecond pulsar (MSP) and low mass star binaries,
PSR J1023+0038 and XSS J12270-4859. Since 2013 late-June, the radio pulsed emissions from PSR
J1023+0038 have disappear. Meanwhile, optical spectroscopy shows double peaked H-alpha emission, and
UV emission has brightened by 4 magnitudes. These strongly indicate that J1023+0038 is switching from
a rotation powered MSP to a LMXB with an accretion disk. The X-ray emission has increased by a factor
of 20 and more interestingly, the gamma-ray emissions (>100MeV) increases by a factor of 10 within
several days. XSS J1227-4859 is the another example, but it switched from LMXB to a radio MSP in Dec.
2012. We discuss the emission mechanisms to explain the observations before and after sate changes.
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1. Introduction

It is widely accepted that millisecond pulsars are born in
low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs) and were spun up by
gaining angular momentum from the accreting materi-
als of the companion star. The first direct observational
evidence to support the link between MSPs and LMXBs
comes from the discovery of the X-ray binary/millisecond
pulsar PSR J1023+0038 (J1023 hereafter). J1023 was
first identified as an LMXB with an accretion disk, an or-
bital period of 4.75 hours based on its X-ray and optical
properties and the millisecond pulsation (P = 1.69ms)
was found subsequently (Archibald et al. 2009). Tam
et al. (2011) reported the evidence of the gamma-ray
emissions from J1023, which can be interpreted as the
emissions from the pulsar magnetosphere (Takata et al.
2010). XSS J12270-4859 (J12270 hereafter) had been
known as the peculiar LMXB that is associated with
Fermi source (de Martino et al. 2013).

2. Swing between LMXBs and MSPs

Since 2013 late-June, the radio pulsation of J1023 has
disappeared between 350 MHz and 5 GHz (Stappers et
al. 2013). Meanwhile, recent optical spectroscopy shows
strong double peaked Hα emission indicating that an ac-
cretion disk is formed (Halpern et al. 2013). Moreover,

the X-ray emission has increased by a factor of at least 20
comparing with previous quiescent values (Kong 2013;
Takata et al. 2014) and the UV emission has bright-
ened by 4 magnitudes (Patruno et al. 2014). All these
strongly indicate that J1023 is switching from a radio
MSP to a LMXB with an accretion disk. In addition, the
gamma-ray emission (> 100 MeV) as seen with Fermi
has been reported to brighten by a factor of 5 (Stappers
et al. 2013; Patruno et al. 2014). It is somewhat unusual
as we expect that the gamma-rays should be turned off
like radio during the accretion state.

The situation of J12270 is exactly opposite. Since De-
cember 2012, the UV/optical emissions has darken, and
there is no evidence (optical emission line) of the accre-
tion disk. The X-rays and gamma-ray fluxes were also
decreased. Eventually, the 1.69 ms puled radio emis-
sion was confirmed (Roy et al. 2014). This suggest that
J12270 transited from a LMXB to a rotation powered
MSP.

3. Theoretical interpretation

The existence of the GeV gamma-ray emissions even
during the disappearance of the pulsed radio emission
(i.e. LMXB phases) suggests that the accretion mat-
ter does not enter into the pulsar magnetosphere, and
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Fig. 1. Left: The schematic view of binary system during the LMXB phase of J1023 and J11270 (after Takata et al 2014). Right:

Multi-wavelength emissions of J1023 before and after June 2013 (after Takata et al 2014).”PW” indicates the emissions from the

cold-relativistic pulsar wind.

the rotation powered activities are still turned on. In
fact, with the observed flux of the UV emissions (LUV ∼

1033erg s−1) in the LMXB stages, the standard gas pres-
sure supported disk model implies the inner edge of the
accretion disk is Rin ∼ 109−10cm from the pulsar. This
result suggests that the accretion disk does not sub-
stantially extend down to the pulsar or the emissions
from the disk below 109−10cm is inefficient. Takata et
al. (2010) proposed that heating associated with depo-
sition of the gamma-ray radiation from pulsar magneto-
sphere onto the accretion disk evaporates the accretion
disk of a LMXB in quiescent state. The gamma-rays
are absorbed via the so-called pair-creation process in
a Coulomb field by nuclei, if the disk column density
exceeds Σc ∼ 102g cm−2. Applying the standard disk
model, the critical axial distance from the pulsar, be-
low which the gamma-rays can evaporate the disk, is

Rc ∼ 3 × 109α
−16/15

0.1 Ṁ
14/15

16
Σ

−4/3

c,2 cm, where α0.1 is the

viscosity parameter in units of 0.1, Ṁ16 is the accretion
rate in units of 1016g s−1 and Σc,2 is the critical column
density in units of 102g cm−2. The evaporating matter
will absorb or scatter the pulsed radio emissions from
the pulsar.

Figure 1 shows a schematic view of the systems dur-
ing LMXB phases. We assume that the accretion disk
extends beyond the light cylinder radius (Rlc). Be-
low the critical distance (Rc ∼ 109cm), the gamma-
rays evaporate the disk matter, and hence the observed
UV/Optical photons are mainly produced by the disk
emissions at R ∼ 109−10cm. The interaction between
the pulsar wind and the stellar wind produces a shock,
for which the distance from the pulsar during LMXB
phase is Rs ∼ 5× 1010cm.

The X-rays are mainly produced via synchrotron ra-
diation of the pulsar wind particles accelerated at the
shock. We expect that the increase in X-ray emissions
during the LMXBs phase will be due to the increase in
the mass loss rate from the companion star. The increase
in the mass loss rate will push the emission region back
toward the pulsar, and therefore a more fraction of the

pulsar wind will be stopped by the shock, resulting an
increase in the X-ray emissions from the system.

For GeV gamma-rays, Tam et al. (2010) expected that
the emissions during the rotation powered phase are orig-
inated from the outer gap in the pulsar magnetosphere.
It is unlikely that the outer gap emissions can increase
by a factor of 5 within the time scale of days. We pro-
pose that the inverse-Compton scattering process of the
cold-relativistic pulsar wind off the soft photons from the
disk produces the additional gamma-rays.

Finally, if the gamma-ray emissions during the LMXBs
stage are produced by the cold-relativistic pulsar wind,
as we have suggested, J1023 and J12270 provide us a
unique opportunity to study how the pulsar wind is ac-
celerated to the ultra-relativistic speed. For example,
the evolution of the magnetization parameter might be
constrained by studying the observed gamma-ray spectra
during the LMXBs phase. A more detail model fitting
can bee seen in Takata et al. (2014) for J1023 and in
Tam et al. (2014) for J12270
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